
The current project was tackled in my free time, in 
order to show my support for the amazing and 
talented team from Arena Net.

- hands on personal approach by testing & understanding what works and what doesn’t
- user testing & feedback from different in-game communities (guilds) that provided feedback after different updates 
- new players providing feedback in set in-game communities or via voice chat.
- reddit & official forum feedback & discussions

Users currently have to go back and forth
between tabs to get access to diferent 
features. This leads to:
- new users not knowing how to get back 
to the previous panel
-- new users once they select a tab and 
close the tab forget about the rest of the 
tabs (1)
- increased number of clicks and actions 
to perform an easy task
-- constantly having to click on a tab, make 
the change, go back, select another tab, 
make the change and so on

In order to make it more user friendly, a 
simple fix could be done without requiring 
huge development time. 

The quick fix involves turning the existing 
back button into a dropdown this way 
users would have faster access to those 
panels.

TAB LIST (1) - SELECT OPTION - TAB CONTENT APPEARS (2) - USER MAKES CHANGES 

USER GOES BACK TO THE TAB LIST

and repeats the process for each tab



Since GW2 has quite a lot of features, a redesign of the character 
panel could be done while keeping in mind these set features so new 
and old players will easy access to them.

Outfits

Mini Pets Finishers Mail Carriers

Gear Presets

The goal with this was to provide all the relevant informa-
tion about a character in a single panel without having to 
visit roughly 5 tabs to seek out this information or perform 
a increased number of interactions, which would be quite 
daunting when having multiple characters as most users 
have. This also ensures new users would passively notice 
these features and experienced players would have the 
information easily.

1. An order field helps users see which order they joined with that 
character easily, without having to go into the Journal and identify 
which story chapter to read and afterwards read the appropriate text 
that mentions the order they joined, spending time seeking this 
“hidden” information.

2. Most new players don’t know that there’s a title feature in GW2 and 
each title has a story behind it regarding how it was obtained by that 
player. The existing titles are found in the achievement panel that is 
doesn’t stand out and is really intimitading due to all the achievements 
present/information that a new user is provided with.

3. Similar to the one mentioned above, currently new users aren’t 
aware of this feature, by placing it in the character panel it will inform 
them about this feature as well as let experienced players see exactly 
what guild that character is representing while having an option to 
quickly change the guild will reduce the time going between panels.

4. Crafting information will once again help new users know that they 
should choose a crafting profession or inform more experienced players 
about their current progress.



5. Choosing to group all important 
items in a single area ensures 
new users won’t have a hard time 
identyfing where to equip certain 
elements. In order to make it less 
intimidating some areas would 
get revealed only when they 
rereach a certain level.

6. A dropdown option that lets users have
another way to access all the different tabs
that are now implemented in the character
panel, this ensures players who like to browse
that way, can still do until they get familiar.

7. Incorporating the tabs from the left
directly in the control panel ensures a
easy access to each area with a single click,
by simply clicking on a certain feature it would
bring up the panel where users could select their
option.

Turning Mini Pets Preview in character
involves thicking the show/hide thickbox,
so users can preview their character without
the mini and turn it back on when they are
ready to continue their adventures.

Area is 
hidden
and boxes
unlock as
they 
increase
inin level

LVL 1LVL 80

the current guild panel besides feeling a little too basic, it currently has 
no actual usage besides seeing who is online and player ranks, thus 
making it kinda underused, especially for new players. 

The problems:
-- users to find out other users to play with in the area they are,  they 
have to click on location, which sorts it alphabetically and from there 
they have to scroll to find out which players are in the current region as 
they in order to seek help or party together

- users currently have no option to see which of their guild is currently 
having a wvw raid or a guild mission, thus having to check each of them 
and read the message of the day.

-- users currently post in guild chat when they are looking for activities, 
thus players who login 10 minutes after the message has been sent 
don’t see that message and thus instead of playing together they play 
solo or with strangers

Some elements were blured to keep the users privacy.



Notifications:
That informs users that certain guild
activities are in progress or that a
global guild message has been sent.

Mouse Over State:
Moving the mouse over a user would
present the option to invite or contact
that user. Away Notification Class InformationCurrent Level Achievement PointsCommander In party

Users Online:
Players play at different hours and
at different hours certain guilds might
have a higher player base active, this
would ensure they will always have
someone familiar to play or chat with. 

Indicates the current 
In some cases like guild missions or raids
player coordination needs to be present,
thus a guild ready check feature would
help guild leaders see how many players
are available and how many are afk
bbefore they start their guild activity.

Guilds: 

Since MMO’s are ment to be social and be played with others, 
GW2 having an emphasis on playing together an easier way for 
users to see who is currently on their map or nearby is crucial. 

This ensures players could ask other players for help that are 
nearby or maybe party together to tackle different things, thus 
improving the social and overall user experience during their 
adventures while also
mmaking the guild panel useful.

Guilds usually host a large number of players, each with their own 
interests. Currently users post in guild chat that they are looking 
for a group for a certain activity, however if a user just logs in 
they won’t see that message and thus pass that oportunity.

By providing a way for users to list and see what other members 
are looking for to do, they will be encouraged to play together, 
pushing the social aspect further.

Displaying a user portrait helps emerge players into
the game, by creating a bond and asigning a face or 
character to that name and not being just a faceless 
name that you may or may not meet.

TThis also helps showcase the look of different char-
acters since GW2 is heavily aimed at cosmetics, 
thus resulting in social conversations like players 
congratulating on how awesome / funny their char-
acter look or how  they’ve changed it for the better, 
while also creating a goal for new players

The existing Looking for group panel, although currently working it 
feels a bit basic and it lacks a visual hierachy between all the different 
type of activities the users can be apart of.



My approach to the problem men-
tioned above was to create a more 
visual appealing solutions that ignites 
interest for new players. 

Since them being a simple name 
doesn’t communicate excitement for 
new users who might not know what 
that dungeon is about.

BBy incorporating images users can 
get a sense of that dungeon and 
actually be interested in trying it out 
since it looks appealing to them, 
while also making it easier to 
remember for people with a visual 
memory.

BBy grouping the main activities to 
the left and their “content” to the 
right, it ensures that a hierarchy is 
created thus users can easily identify 
that there are four different types of 
activities that they can engage in.

Contacts or guildies currently looking 
for a group in that dungeon

Total number of listings for that 
dungeon

Active selection

Users can swap fast between dun-
geons by using the dropdown which 
brings the panel found above

Filters to show or not show people 
who are selling paths so new users 
won’t accidently enter and get rude 
comments.

Global & Server Leaderboards 

Group Requirements

Path & language indicators



Without having a way to perform 
actual UX tests there wasn’t a way 
to see which one would perform 
better.

Without having a way to perform 
actual UX tests there wasn’t a way 
to see which one would perform 
better.

The existing implementation of the story journal although 
working, it could be better.

The problems:
- a lack of hierachy between personal story, living world or 
expansion content while making it hard to differentiate 
between these aspects

- a summary or recap of what happened in the previous
sseason / chapter of the living story thus making users read 
through the last chapters to catch up or seek outside infor-
mation



Teaser trailer covering
what will happen in the
first or the current chapter

Short information about
that said chapter

My approach to solving the issues 
mentioned above involved creating a 
auto-rotating horizontal slider that 
will let users focus on what chapter / 
season they want to go through by 
watching a small teaser video or 
reading a bit of information about it.

TThis ensures a hierarchy is set thus 
they can focus on a single thing and 
not get distracted or overwhelmed 
by additional information from past 
chapters that provide information 
that’s not relevant to the current 
one.

Indicator that a chapter has been
completed

Possibility to replay a chapter Unlock via In Game Gems ( real life
currency or in-game gold converted
to gems)

Marks it as the current 
active chapter

Shadows used to make the active 
selection pop out and stand out.

Slider navigation
elements

Different color to make it further 
easily identifiable which chapter the 
user has started.



Currently GW2 doesn’t have a lore 
option, this generates the following 
problems:

- new users to the series might not know 
who some of the key people or threats are

-- users who joined late the living story 
might not be up to date with some of the 
characters as well as how certain areas 
evolved over time, which could be 
presented via videos

-- new or more casual users can’t assign a 
difficulty or prestige to some of the hero 
titles or items, due to not knowing what 
went behind them

Since Arena Net puts such an ephasis on 
living story, having an in-game Lore Jour-
nal would prove to be a valuable addition 
to the user experience for both new or 
veteran users.

Tags indicating what type of lore that is, 
thus making it easily for users to under-
stand what that is all about.

Mouse over button state

Since most likely users will go through a 
piece of lore only once, i found it important 
for them to have an option to see which 
were the latest additions to the lore.

Displaying all the latest updates or new additions on 
the front page, ensures people will always see 
something new when they visit it and asigning an 
image to these lore elements helps users get a feel 
of what they are looking at, remembering them.

Marks an episode complete

Episode teaser video to display the 
story in a visual way.

Back button placed at the bottom to retain the continuity of the 
previous page design, highlighted in a different color, thus users 
won’t have to search for it and the flow between pages will be kept.

The total number of achievement 
points completed in this chapter
so users will know exactly how many 
they are and not have to guess.

A summary video showcasing what 
happened so far, this ensures people 
who just join the existing story will 
still be caught up by the main plot 
and not have to read through all the 
past episodes or to go seek each 
release trailer.

Marks an episode in-progress Replay an episode



Portraits of all the existing 
in-game characters

Their current title or role to get a 
sense of their involvement.

Ability to replay episodes that 
feature this character.

The location where this character 
is currently at, so players can go 
an chat with them.

Some of their most memorable 
quotes.

Information about their past

Item Lore

The most basic integration with the existing system would involve creating a secondary option 
besides the Preview option that’s currently in the game, thus users could easily find out more infor-
mation about an item or point of interest when it’s linked in the games chat.



Overall this was a fun design challenge, that let me do something 
different that I haven’t done in a while, tackling mostly web based 
projects, applying some of the principles that I’ve gathered during 
the years as a senior UX UI designer to a MMO game was quite 
interesting and satysfying.

TThere are a lot of other tweaks and improvemenets to the exist-
ing UX that I could have done, but unfortuantely I ran out of free 
time but some other aspects from the game that could 

- trading post improvements
- in-game community events systems
- gold to gems tab improvements
- pvp & wvw UI tweaks
- immersive UI experience
- bank - skins tab
- website tweaks
- and much much more

Thank you for taking the time to browse this 
lengthily project.

Gradinar Razvan
Senior Multidisciplinary Designer

THE USER 
GROUPS

WEBSITE REDESIGN
GUILDWARS2.COM

Guild Wars2 releases new updates or information every 
few weeks. This leads to a high number of people visiting 
the website on a weekly basis to get the latest scoops.

Both user groups are used to minimal 
and advanced user interfaces from 
being in contact with games on a daily 
basis, either for recreation or reviewing 
purposes. Thus a flexible approach to 
the websites UI is possible.

that was unveiled 
after some research

Most of the competitors use complex 
user experience, with boxy layouts and 
fixed widths instead of responsive ones,  
that backfire due to them not taking into 
consideration more modern approaches 
to basic UX & UI design.



EXISTING 
WEBSITE

Only 3 past events are highlighted
in the main slider.
this creates the sense of lack of content,
and updates since in some cases other
type of content is displayed here, that’s
far less relevant and thus replacing
content that is actually content that is actually relevant to all.

Only way to get to see the latest 
episode information
is via the slider Learn More button

Too much information about the game 
is hidden under different tabs.
making it harder for returning or new players,
to get familiar with that the product has to
offer, thus pushing them to different social
channels or lose interest.

Main game features and info should be 
published on the frontpage 
in order to help convert and increase
marketing efforts that  generate traffic
weekly from outside sources, thus new 
players who visit the page  have a hard time
finding information about the game and finding information about the game and 
are thus are put off by it.

Lack of a clear call to action
that will easily help users understand where 
to go or what they should do.

Gamers

How they 
interact 
with the 
website New Users

they further divide into 3 user categories

Existing Users Returning Ones

Press 

Looking up information
on the game and how it stands
out from other similar products.

Look up  the Patch notes or News
on the product/game on a weekly basis,to 
know what the content of the next patch 
brings or what events are coming up.

Catch up to the latest new
and see how the game evolved
to justify if it’s worth coming back 
to the game.

Make returning users come back and 
log back in and start playing .
after they have seen how the game evolved
for the better

The existing patch is to their liking.
on the product on a weekly basis,to know
what the content of the next patch brings. 

The existing patch is to their liking.
on the product on a weekly basis,to know
what the content of the next patch brings. 

Make existing users spread the latest news 
while also making them come back to the 
website to check out the latest news, 
instead of visiting other websites

Main Purpose
of visiting the 
website

Main Interest
when users visit
the website

Website Goal:

Current Website
Issues:

See if there’s a thriving community
that’s currently in game to provide a 
rich experience to justify inputting 
long hours.

Make new users buy the game
after assessing if the game/ product is to 
their liking and if it’s worth the investment

Lack of incentive to invite friends
or share the fact that they just 
started playing it.
which could improve the new user
experience by finding who of their
friends are already playing and play 
with themwith them

The game’s main new features, events or past 
patches are hidden under different tabs.
instead of them being visible on the front-page
showcasing a healthy and thriving MMO game. This
leads to new users having to go through multiple pages
or even outside sources to catch up with the game.

The news headline are short 
containing in-game images or trailers 
that are  visible only once you open the post.
rather then having easy access directly on the 
main page, thus getting a peak of what’s inside and 
increasing click through ratings.

Content is fragmented and 
spread across multiple areas
of the website due to adding new
features and trying to fit them
somehow with the existing website
making it real hard for new players
to get an oto get an overall feel of what the game
is all about.

The news headline are short 
containing images that are visible
only once you open the post.
rather then on the main page, thus 
getting a peak of what’s inside and 
encouraging click throughs.



THE WEBSITE REDESIGN

In order to make it feel like a GW2 game, it was
important to keep the art style consistent between 
the game & website, so users would get a feel for it
from the very moment they access the website.

Ability to view the trailers directly on the
front page compare to the existing method
that requires users to view the news post
or the living story pages for the actual
footage.

Clear call to action, aimed at stand out
and easily to spot for users looking
to find out more information about that
release.

Having multiple slides, ensures new
or returning users that the game is
healthy and receives regular updates.

Main patch highlights, so users can get
a glimpse of what is happening right now.

Currently users have to view the forums
for the official patch notes and some users
aren’t aware of this. By incorporating a link
to the official post, users will be informed
about this aspect.

due to the key information being displayed above
the fold, all users will see the information.

From this point onward 

A quick redesign concept showing the potential of a better design
and how it could be tailored to all user groups.

Lack of a clear call to action
that will easily help users understand where 
to go or what they should do.

The News Headlines displays 
a mash-up  of news
ranging from game release information,  to 
official streams or gem store releases , in an 
unappealing way instead of dividing it and 
using the images inside to make it more
appealing and driappealing and drive clicks.

The game has evolved tremendously 
since launch, adding a lot of new 
features  that either new, existing or 
returning players want to learn 
about, so they can easily catch up
 on information th on information they missed. Unfor-
tunately this is quite difficult due to 
the information being “hidden” or 
fragmented across multiple pages.



Game features overview presented 
on the first page so new players 
don’t have to go through different 
pages to discover what the 
features are.

this is due to existing or returnint players already
knowing what the game is about and thus they
won’t scroll to find out nformation they already
know.

From this point onward 

There are currently a lof of community
events by integrating this into the existing
website, it will get users to check out the
website more often as well as come across
events that they might be interested once
they check the page for the latest update
nonotes.

due to a lot of returning or existing players 
will keep scrolling just to see what events are 
coming up or what has happened recenetly. While
new users would get a sense of a healthy MMO.

From this point onward 

Latest feature packs or new
mechanics to the game.



CLOSING COMMENTS

This was just a creative exercise to showcase how even standard 
websites can be designed with the users & marketing efforts in 
mind.

http://builtbyg.com
hello@graddinar.com @GradinarRazvan

facebook.com/builtbyg
builtbyg.com/blog

The design could be further refined and iterated upon, but it helped get a message through regarding how 
important it is to understand your users and having access to A/B testing, UX Lab,  Market Analytics and 
other type of data would just help further improve what can be achieved when designing a user centric 
website.

Thank you for taking the time to view this project,

Gradinar Razvan
Senior Multidisciplinary Designer

Since mostly new users will be
the ones scrolling all the way
at the bottom, a call to action 
encouraging users to buy the product
makes sense, since users will have
a good understanding of the game
ffeatures and what they are getting.
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